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Abstract. One of the prerequisites for information society is secure and
reliable communication among computing systems. Accordingly, network
security appliances become key components of infrastructure, not only
as security guardians, but also as reliable network components. Thus, for
both fault tolerance and high network throughput, multiple security appliances are often deployed together in a group. In this paper, we present
our experience of formally modeling and verifying a group management
protocol for network security appliances using the Spin model checker. To
analyze the reliability of the protocol, we classified and modeled various
types of faults and analyzed the protocol in the presence of combination of these faults. We could detect several design flaws of the protocol
through this project.

1

Introduction

Information society of our age utilizes large number of information applications
such as mobile banking, tele-conferencing, and online stock trading systems, for
which communication takes a central role. In addition to basic communication
services, it becomes essential to provide quality services such as security and
reliability. For these purposes, more security appliances such as ﬁrewall, VPN,
and IDS/IPS are deployed in various networks. Accordingly, their reliability, not
only as security guardians, but also as network components, becomes a critical
issue. Therefore, for both fault tolerance and high network throughput, multiple
security appliances are often deployed together in a group and managed via
High-Availability (HA) protocol among the appliances.
Distributed protocols [12, 3, 14] such as HA protocol take important roles in
networked information applications and they are notorious for their diﬃculty to
design correctly. It is a highly challenging task to consider all possible communication scenarios among distributed information security applications. If system
failures should also be considered, complexity of protocol designs increases further. Thus, it is often observed that a group of network security appliances

exhibits abnormal behaviors such as decreased throughput or dropped normal
packets while a single security appliance works well without problems. This abnormal behavior of network security appliances must be prevented at all cost
because such appliances often work as gateways between internal and external
networks and malfunction of the appliances can crash an entire internal network.
In addition, testing a group of network security appliances requires great eﬀorts
due to complex network/machine conﬁgurations and large number of test scenarios. Furthermore, it is diﬃcult to determine whether misbehaviors are due
to errors of HA protocol or due to other factors such as OS/HW failure and/or
misconﬁguration of networks, etc. Therefore, as formal method techniques have
been actively applied to networked applications [5, 8, 7], formally modeling and
verifying HA protocol with support of an automated analysis tool (e.g. model
checker) can enhance the reliability of network security appliances, thus improve
the overall security of the network eﬀectively.
This paper presents our experience of formally modeling and verifying the HA
protocol used in a commercial network security appliance. By modeling various
fault classes and applying model checking, we can check all possible behaviors of
the security appliances in a group and detect design ﬂaws of the HA protocol that
would be hard to ﬁnd otherwise and thus cause serious security break. First, we
classify various possible fault classes considered in this case study and describe
how to model these faulty behaviors in a formal modeling language. Second,
we formulate requirement properties for the HA protocol. Then, we build an
abstract model of the HA protocol in Promela [6] and verify the model using
the Spin model checker [2] to detect ﬂaws of the HA protocol. With this formal
modeling and veriﬁcation, we could detect several ﬂaws in the HA protocol and
suggest a solution for enhancing reliability of security appliances.
Section 2 overviews the HA protocol. Section 3 overviews Spin and its modeling language Promela. Section 4 describes classiﬁcation of fault classes and
corresponding modeling approaches. Section 5 explains requirement properties
and a HA model as well as abstraction techniques we applied. Section 6 shows
the results of verifying the HA model. Finally, section 7 summarizes this paper.

2

Overview of the HA Protocol

In order to increase total network throughput, each network security appliance
in a group does not passively stay as a standby backup machine, but actively
handles network traﬃc distributed to it [1]. Thus, for multiple network security
appliances to handle communication sessions correctly (especially for asymmetric
packet routings), they should share session information. Whenever a new session
is created via machine 1, machine 1 broadcasts this session information (e.g.,
source/destination IP’s, port number, and protocol) to other machines in the
group through a dedicated HA network that is separated from regular traﬃc
network for high priority and reliability. Also, each machine broadcasts updated
session information to other machines constantly.

Furthermore, in order to manage a group of network security appliances, one
security appliance in the group is designated as a master to manage the other
slaves. Initially, a master is statically designated by a network administrator.
The main tasks of a master for the HA protocol are as follows. Besides these
tasks, a master also takes charge of conﬁguring network, writing event logs to a
log server, etc.
– Addition of slaves (see Fig. 1.a))
When a slave becomes operational, the slave broadcasts join request messages until it receives join permit message from a master. Once the master
allows the slave to join the group by sending join permit message to the
slave, the master broadcasts new information on network security appliances
of the group (members info). Then, the master sends all session informations
and packet classiﬁcation rules to the slave via update session rule<n> for
the slave to work as a member of the group.
– Assignment of a backup master
To prepare a case that a master crashes, the master assigns a slave as a
backup master that becomes a master when the master crashes. For backup
master assignment, a master sends an assignment message bkup m assign
to a slave that is elected as a backup master.
– Deletion of slaves (see Fig. 1.b))
A master constantly checks status of slaves by broadcasting m alive every
second and receiving s alive from every slave. If a master does not receive
s alive from a slave for three seconds, the master erases information on the
slave and broadcast newly updated member information (members info) to
the group. If the erased slave is a backup master, the master elects other
slave as a backup master and sends bkup m assign to the slave.
As depicted in Fig. 1.c), a backup master constantly checks whether a master
is operational or not by receiving m alive. If a backup master does not receive
m alive for three seconds, the backup master sends query m alive three times
to the master (one per each second). If the backup master does not receive a
response from the master, the backup master becomes a master and broadcasts
new status in members info message. Then, the backup master assigns another
slave as a new backup master by sending bkup m assign and starts broadcasting
m alive messages. A master or a backup master works as a slave when it recovers
from failure. An exception is that machine 0, which is statically designated as
a master by a network administrator, may work as a master if there exists no
master when it recovers from failure.

3

Overview of the Spin Model Checker

Model checking is a formal technique to build a system model and systematically
explore whole state space generated from the model in order to check whether or
not given requirement properties hold. Spin [2] is a model checker that generates
a ﬁnite state space from a model in Promela [6] and veriﬁes whether or not the
model satisﬁes given linear temporal logic (LTL) properties.

Fig. 1. Message sequences regarding HA activities

3.1

Overview of Spin

Spin is a general purpose veriﬁcation tool to check properties of concurrent/distributed
systems. If a target system model does not satisfy requirement properties, then
Spin delivers a counter example that can be analyzed by simulation feature of
Spin. A model can be executed/simulated in a random or guided or interactive
way by Spin. Simulations help system designers to analyze behaviors of a system model with respect to a particular input stimuli and process scheduling. In
addition, Spin can generate a message sequence chart to help human engineers
to understand communication behaviors of the system visually.
3.2

Promela

Syntax of Promela are similar to those of conventional programming languages
such as C or Java. Promela has, however, a formal semantics to generate full
state space of a model rigorously. A Promela model consists of processes, message channels and variables. Processes are global objects and similar to processes/threads of programming languages. These processes communicate with
each other using message channels or global variables. For example, lines 5-29
of Fig 6 deﬁne N machine processes. These N processes communicate with each
other through channels declared at line 3 - ch2slv[N] whose buﬀer size is one
and ch2mst whose buﬀer size is N. If a message channel becomes full, a sender
blocks until the message channel has a room. Also, global variables alive[N]
and working[N] at line 1 serve as means to identify status of other processes.
Processes of Promela consist of statements, which can be either declaration,
assignment, expression, selection or loop. The selection statement contains execution sequences, each preceded by a double colon. Only one sequence from
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Fig. 2. Fault classification

the list can be executed only if its ﬁrst statement (guard) is executable. If more
than one guard is enabled, one of them is selected in a non-deterministic way.
Loop is similar to the selection statement (see lines 10-28), except that the statement is executed repeatedly, until control is explicitly transferred to outside the
statement by goto or break statements.

4

Classification and Modeling of Faults

In this section, we classify faults occurring in a distributed system and propose
an environmental and modular modeling method for each of the classiﬁed fault
classes. By combining the proposed fault modeling modules with a target system
model, we can model and analyze various fault scenarios of the target system.
There have been research to analyze fault-tolerant systems for speciﬁc faults
using model checker [13, 4, 11]. To the best of our knowledge, however, this is
the ﬁrst time that a general and reusable modeling framework that covers general
fault classes classiﬁed by the fault type and the fault count is proposed.
4.1

Classification of Faults

In order to analyze the HA protocol with the presence of various types of faults,
we consider the fault classes shown in Fig. 2. Faults in a distributed system
can be classiﬁed by various parameters. Among the parameters, we chose two
parameters, fault type and fault count, for the classiﬁcation of faults occurring
in a group of network security appliances.
First, the fault type is the most traditional parameter for classifying faults
in distributed systems and indicates the behavior of a process when faults are
occurred in the process. According to the fault type, faults are classiﬁed into
crash fault, omission fault, and Byzantine fault.
– Crash fault: causes a process to halt.
– Omission fault: causes a process to not respond to some requests, that is,
fail to send some messages.

active [N] proctype machine() {

Normal Behavior

Failed Behavior
Fault Occurrence

do
:: <guard1 > → <command1 > ;
:: <guard2 > → <command2 > ;
..
.
:: <guardm > → <commandm > ;

...

Fault Recovery

od
}
(a) Target system model

(b) State space of a process

Fig. 3. Target system and state space of a process assuming faults

– Byzantine fault: causes a process to behave in a totally arbitrary manner
in a broad sense. The arbitrary behavior of a process is often modeled as
sending arbitrary messages to arbitrary processes.
The crash faults are furthermore classiﬁed into fail-stop and crash-recovery.
The fail-stop fault causes a process to halt and not restart, while the crashrecovery fault causes a process to be recovered and restart after it is failed.
Next, the fault count indicates the number of fault occurrence, i.e. failed processes. In many cases, fault-tolerant distributed systems are analyzed assuming
the maximum number of processes that can be in the failed states at the same
time. Hereafter, K(1 ≤ K ≤ N ) denotes the maximum number of fault count
where N denotes the number of processes in the network of security appliances.
4.2

Environmental Modeling of Faults

In this section, we give how to model each of the fault classes in Fig. 2 over a
given target system which is modeled in Promela as shown in Fig. 3(a). Since
distributed systems, including the network of security appliances, are sets of processes (machines) communicating each other by sending and receiving messages,
a distributed system is naturally modeled in Promela as asynchronous processes
communicating via message passing. Hence, target distributed protocols, such
as the HA protocol, can basically be modeled in Promela as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Fig. 3(b) illustrates a local state space of a process assuming faults. Fault
modeling, which means behavior modeling of the target system in the presence of
faults, thus consists of modeling of fault occurrence, modeling of failed behavior,
and modeling of fault-recovery.
Fig. 4 shows the proposed modeling for each fault class. For fault modeling,
we introduce boolean variable failed[ pid] which is true if Process pid is
failed; otherwise false.
First, fault occurrence and fault-recovery is described as the following guarded
commands using variable failed[ pid]:

bool failed[N];
bool failed[N];

active [N] proctype machine() {

active [N] proctype machine() {

failed[ pid] = false;
do
/* normal behavior */
:: !failed[ pid] && <guard1 > → <command1 > ;
:: !failed[ pid] && <guard2 > → <command2 > ;
.
.
.
:: !failed[ pid] && <guardm > → <commandm > ;

failed[ pid] = false;
do
/* normal behavior */
:: !failed[ pid] && <guard1 > → <command1 > ;
:: !failed[ pid] && <guard2 > → <command2 > ;
.
.
.
:: !failed[ pid] && <guardm > → <commandm > ;

/* fault occurrence */
:: !failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = true;

/* fault occurrence */
:: !failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = true;

/* fault recovery */
:: failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = false;

/* failed behavior */
:: failed[ pid] → ; /* do nothing */
od
}
}

/* failed behavior */
:: failed[ pid] → ; /* do nothing */
od

(a) Fail-stop

(b) Crash-recovery

bool failed[N];

bool failed[N];

active [N] proctype machine() {

active [N] proctype machine() {

}

failed[ pid] = false;
do
:: <guard1 > → <command1 > ;
:: <guard2 > → <command2 > ;
.
.
.
/* normal behavior */
:: <guardm > → ch i!msg x ;

failed[ pid] = false;
do
:: <guard1 > → <command1 > ;
:: <guard2 > → <command2 > ;
.
.
.
/* normal behavior */
:: !failed[ pid] && <guardm > → ch i!msg x ;

/* fault occurrence */
:: !failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = true;

/* fault occurrence */
:: !failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = true;

/* failed behavior */
:: failed[ pid] && <guardm > → ;
od

/* failed behavior */
:: failed[ pid] && <guardm > → ch j!msg y ;
od

}

(c) Omission fault

(d) Byzantine fault

bool failed[N]; int h = 0;
active [N] proctype machine() {
failed[ pid] = false;
do
/* normal behavior */
/* failed behavior */
/* fault occurrence */
:: !failed[ pid] && h<K → failed[ pid] = true; h = h + 1;

}

/* fault recovery */
:: failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = false; h = h - 1;
od

(e) Fault count (K)
Fig. 4. Fault modeling

:: !failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = true; /* fault occurrence */
:: failed[ pid] → failed[ pid] = false; /* fault-recovery */

As shown in Fig. 4, the former guarded command representing fault occurrence
is commonly used for modeling the crash faults, the omission faults, and the
Byzantine faults. The latter guarded command representing fault-recovery is
used for modeling the crash-recovery faults. For modeling the fault count (K), we
introduce integer variable h which denotes the number of current failed processes
and describe changing the value of h with fault occurrence and fault-recovery as
the following guarded commands:
:: !failed[ pid] && h<K → failed[ pid]=true; h=h+1; /* fault occurrence */
/* fault-recovery */
:: failed[ pid] → failed[ pid]=false; h=h-1;

Next, failed behaviors are modeled depending on the fault types. For the crash
faults, failed behavior is modeled by adding the following guarded command
which represents that the process does nothing when it is failed.
:: failed[ pid] → ; /*failed behavior of crash faults*/

For the omission faults and the Byzantine faults, failed behaviors are respectively
modeled by adding the following guarded commands
:: failed[ pid] && < guardi > → ;
/*failed behavior of omission faults*/
:: failed[ pid]&&< guardi >→ch j!msg y;/*failed behavior of Byzantine faults*/

for every guarded command, < guardi >→< commandi (=ch i!msg x) >, in
Fig. 3(a) whose command part is a message sending statement. In Promela,
ch!msg describes sending of message msg using communication channel ch. The
former guarded command represents that the process sends nothing when it
is failed, and thus it models the failed behavior of the omission faults. The
latter guarded command represents that the process sends incorrect message
msg y(=msg x) to incorrect channel ch j(=ch i) when it is failed, and thus it
models the failed behavior of the Byzantine faults.

5

Modeling the HA protocol

In this section, we describe properties required for the HA protocol and a model
of the HA protocol.
5.1

Requirement Properties

The ﬁrst requirement property we are interested in is single master property,
i.e., there must exist at most one master at any time. Without satisfying this
property, a group of network security appliances may have inconsistent state
information. Also, deadlock-free property is a basic requirement for most protocols. More importantly, we would like to check that the HA protocol achieves its
goals - fault tolerance and high network throughput. First try of formulating the

goals of the HA protocol may be to specify continuous network security services
in the following way: 3
Preq = (∃i ∈ Group.(working(i)))
where Group indicates a group of machines connected via the HA protocol and
working(i) means that the ith machine in the group is properly handling network sessions and HA communication. Satisﬁability of this property, however,
does not depend on the HA protocol only, but also on the environment model
that describes failure behaviors of a machine. For example, if we allow random
process/machine crashes in the environment model, Preq might not be satisﬁed
regardless of correctness of the HA protocol.
We reﬁne Preq into Preq so that Preq is not aﬀected by the environment
model that cannot be controlled by the HA protocol.
Preq = (∀i ∈ Group.(alive(i) → ♦(working(i) ∨ ¬alive(i))))
where alive(i) indicates that the ith machine is alive, but may not process the
HA protocol correctly yet. In other words, alive(i) indicates that the ith machine
may not join the group, but works as a single network security machine. Preq
speciﬁes that if any machine is alive, the machine eventually join the group
unless it crashes. Thus, Preq incorporates both requirements on fault-tolerance
and high network throughput by recovering crashed machines.
5.2

A Model of the HA protocol

Fig. 5 shows overview of the HA model in a ﬁnite state machine and Fig. 6
describes the HA model in Promela. Each machine, regardless of whether it
is a master or a slave, is modeled as a process. Each machine starts from
machine init state (line 7 and 12 of Fig. 6). Initially, machine 0 (whose process
id is 0) is statically designated as a master and the machine moves to mst init
state (line 13) to become a master. Then, the machine is working at mst acting
state (line 14) that is the core of the master procedure. A master performs the
following tasks at mst acting.
– To add a slave to the group (add slave state (line 15))
– To assign a slave as a backup master (bkupmst assign state (line 16))
– To delete a dead slave from the group (del slave state (line 17))
Once a machine is determined as a slave, the machine moves to slv init
state (line 18) to initialize settings to become a slave. Then, the slave moves to
join group state (line 19) where the slave requests a permission to join the group
from a master. Once the slave receives the permission from the master, the slave
moves to slv acting state (line 20). The slave becomes a master (become mst
at line 21) if it is a backup master and there exists no master.
3

Intuitive meanings of
respectively.

 and  operators in LTL are “always” and

“eventually”,

Fig. 5. Overview of the HA protocol model
01:bool alive[N], working[N]; /* omit_failed[N]; byzantine_failed[N]; */
02:byte mst = NULL, bkupmst= NULL;
03:chan ch2slv[N]=[1] of {mtype}, ch2mst=[N] of {mtype,byte};
04:
05:active [N] proctype machine() {
06: bool amIbkupmst ;
07: byte current=1, next=1;
08: alive[_pid]=true;
09: ...
10:end:do
11:
/* normal behavior */
12:
:: atomic{ next==1 -> current=1; machine_init();}
13:
:: atomic{ next==2 -> current=2; mst_init();}
14:
:: atomic{ next==3 -> current=3; mst_acting();}
15:
:: atomic{ next==4 -> current=4; add_slave();}
16:
:: atomic{ next==5 -> current=5; bkupmst_assign();}
17:
:: atomic{ next==6 -> current=6; del_slave();}
18:
:: atomic{ next==7 -> current=7; slv_init();}
19:
:: atomic{ next==8 -> current=8; join_group();}
20:
:: atomic{ next==9 -> current=9; slv_acting();}
21:
:: atomic{ next==10-> current=10;become_mst();}
22:
23:
/* fault occurence at a transition between two states with fault count K */
24:
:: atomic{next!=NULL && alive[_pid] && (h<K)
25:
-> next=NULL; current=NULL; h=h+1; failed(); };
26:
/* recovery */
27:
:: atomic{ next == NULL -> h=h-1; next=1;};
28: od
29:}
Fig. 6. Skeleton of the HA protocol in Promela

More details about the HA model are as follows. The status of machines are
deﬁned by two global boolean arrays alive[N] and working[N] where N is a
number of machines in the group (the meanings of alive[i] and working[i]

are described in Sect.5.1). omit failed[N] and byzantine failed[N] indicate
corresponding faults respectively. A current master and current backup master
are indicated by mst and bkupmst respectively.Each slave has its own communication channel ch2slv[ pid]from which it receives messages where pid is a
process id of the slave. Also, we have a special channel ch2mst that is a dedicated
channel to a current master. We further abstract networking behaviors of the
HA protocol as follows.
– Abstraction of join process for slaves
In the original HA speciﬁcation, a slave repeatedly broadcasts join request
until the slave receives join permit from a master. We simplify this activity
by modeling a slave to send a unicast message to ch2mst only one time
because messages buﬀered in ch2mst are not ﬂushed out even when a master
crashes. When a master crashes, a new master processes messages in ch2mst
that were originally sent to the previous master. Thus, slaves do not need to
resubmit join permit to a master in case of master’s failure.
– Abstraction of heartbeat health check
We have not explicitly modeled heartbeat messages such as m alive and
s alive. Neither, we have modeled health checking message such as query m alive.
Instead, a machine polls status of other machines by accessing global variables alive[i], mst, and bkupmst.
– Assumption of no packet loss
We assume that the HA network does not lose messages. Considering that
the HA network is a dedicated network among the machines of the group,
this assumption is not unrealistic.

6

Verification of the HA protocol

In this section, we describe the results of verifying the HA protocol with various
fault conﬁgurations. 4
6.1

Experimental Result

The HA model consists of around 300 lines of Promela code. We measure the
size of state space of the HA model with crash-recovery faults by generating full
state space. We start with a model containing a minimal number of machines in
a group, which is two. Then, we increase the number of machines until available
memory is exhausted. Statistics on the models are illustrated in Table 1. N/A
indicates a failure of generating state space due to lack of memory.
We used a computer equipped with PIV 3.0Ghz/2Gb memory/80Gb hdd
running spin 4.2.6 on Fedora Linux 4. We set maximum search depth as 5 × 106
and estimated state space as 108 where hash table and DFS stack took 697Mb.
The results of experiments in the following subsections are for a model of three
machines (N = 3).
4

Note that we do not include fail-safe faults in our experiments because these faults
are not meaningful for the HA protocol that aims recovery from failures.

Number of machines
2
3
4
States
5835 1.15 × 106 N/A
Transitions
16361 4.57 × 106 N/A
Memory usage(in Mb) 698
771
N/A
Table 1. Statistics on the HA protocol models

6.2

Verification of the Single Master Property PSM

We veriﬁed the single master property on the HA model by adding a global
counter variable num mst. We modiﬁed the HA model to increase num mst by
one at mst init state and decrease num mst by one when a master crashes. The
veriﬁcation results are shown in Table 2 where O indicates that PSM is satisﬁed
in a given conﬁguration; X otherwise. The ﬁrst column of Table 2 shows a number
of crash-recovery fault count. The second column indicates veriﬁcation results
with diﬀerent crash fault counts. Third and fourth columns represent combined
fault conﬁgurations of crash faults with omission or Byzantine faults if fault
count is greater than 0.
The results in the second column show that PSM is satisﬁed in spite of
machine crashes. Also, the third and fourth column indicate that message omission and Byzantine faults do not violate PSM . Note that our model abstracts
out several messages for the sake of an minimal model using global variables
(see Sect. 5.2) and there exist only three types of messages - join request,
join permit, and bkup m assign. In this situation, message omission may obstruct progress of the HA protocol, but does not disturb its operations; similarly
Byzantine faults do not violate PSM . As shown in Table 2, the HA protocol
guarantees that there exists at most one master in the presence of all fault combinations.
Fault count Crash fault Omission fault Byzantine fault
0
O
O
O
1
O
O
O
2
O
O
O
3
O
O
O
Table 2. Verification results for PSM

6.3

Verification of the Deadlock-free Property PDL

The veriﬁcation results of PDL are described in Table 3. The second column
shows that if a machine may crash, deadlock can happen. Also, omission fault

or Byzantine fault can cause deadlock as shown in the second row of Table 3.
Thus, all combinations of crash faults greater than 0 with omission or Byzantine
faults can cause deadlock consequently. 5 It is clear that omission or Byzantine
fault can cause deadlock because omission/corruption of join req prevents a
master from adding a slave to the group. For process crashes, however, a source
of deadlock is not clear because the HA protocol has a recovery mechanism from
machine crashes. Thus, we tried to identify the causes of deadlock in the presence
of crashes.
Fault count Crash fault Omission fault Byzantine fault
0
O
O
O
1
X
X
X
2
X
X
X
3
X
X
X
Table 3. Verification results for PDL

Immediate Cause of the Deadlock. We analyzed all counter examples generated due to deadlock by checking at which states a machine stuck by looking at
machine[i]:current for machine i. The result showed that all machines stuck
at join group state. This means that all machines became slaves - no master
existed to admit slaves to join the group. In this situation, no progress could
be made unless machine 0 should crash and revive as a master, which is clearly
beyond the control of the HA protocol.
Therefore, we could conclude that the immediate cause of the deadlock was
problem in master assignment process. A remedy for this problem can be to
adopt a distributed master election process [10] so that a new master can be
elected dynamically even when all machines become slaves.
Identification of Protocol Flaws. By analyzing all counter examples using
the McBugger Framework[9], we found the following scenario that caused all
machines to become slaves.
Flaw A: A master died immediately after a backup master (machine 0)
had died and revived as a slave. Then, a master revived as a slave and
all machines became slaves.
Note that this ﬂaw was caused by a speciﬁc sequence of machine crashes,
which was hard to notice because it would not cause deadlock if a backup master
5

Note that deadlock in our model represents a situation that a group of machines
does not make progress in group management activities.

was machine 1 or machine 2. Furthermore, this sequence of machine failures is
beyond control of the HA protocol. Thus, to ﬁx this problem, we need major
redesign of the HA protocol. Similarly, we could detect Flaw B as follows.
Flaw B: A backup master died immediately after a master had died and
revived as a slave. Then, the backup master revived as a slave and all
machines became slaves.
Similarly to Flaw A, Flaw B is not under the control of the HA protocol. In
addition, we detected another ﬂaw as follows.
Flaw C: A master elected a machine that was dead, as a backup master
without knowing that the machine was dead. Then, the master died and
it happened that there existed no master.
Flaw C occurs because a master assigns a slave as a backup master by just
sending bkup m assign to the slave without requiring acknowledgment from the
slave. Flaw C can be ﬁxed by adding ack bkup m assign message to the HA
protocol.
6.4

Verification of the Property Preq

We veriﬁed Preq on the HA model and found that this property was violated in
the presence of a crash fault as described in Table 4. Also, omission fault and
Byzantine fault caused violation of Preq . We found, however, that the cause of
violating Preq was deadlock because lengths of acceptance cycles in all counter
examples were zero. Thus, the analysis result of counter examples due to deadlock
(see Sect. 6.3) can be applied for Preq .

Fault count Crash fault Omission fault Byzantine fault
0
O
O
O
1
X
X
X
2
X
X
X
3
X
X
X
Table 4. Verification results for Preq

7

Conclusion

We have shown our experience of formally modeling and verifying the HA protocol to improve reliability of a group of network security appliances. We devised
several abstraction techniques to make the HA model of modest size and applied

automated exhaustive state space exploration by model checking to ﬁnd several
ﬂaws of the HA protocol.
Through the project, we realized diﬃculty of designing a distributed protocol
correctly, even a seemingly simple protocol such as the HA protocol. We could
detect bugs in the HA protocol through model checking. These bugs had not
been noticed before because the original designers of the HA protocol had not
been able to consider all possible communication scenarios. The next version
of the security appliance adopted a distributed master election process as we
suggested in Sect. 6.3.
In addition, we found that a fault model is equally important as a target system model. Considering that environments take important roles in ubiquitous
computing systems, a framework of modeling environments with proper fault
classes is an important research topic. We will extend our fault modeling framework to allow independent modeling of a target system and its environment.
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